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APPLICATIONS Of- RLSONANCF. 10NIZATI0N SPEC 1 riQSCOI-'Y iO

ULTRALOW-LEVf.l. COUNTING AND MASS SPtCTPT.rOPY*

S. 0. Kramer, G. S. Hurst, J P. Youny, M. G. I" ,'"<-, M K. f-V;>|.

7. A. Callcott, E. T. Arakawa, and D. W. :••<_• v.n ̂  n

O.;:i pidje National I aboi r:'or v , Oai kidg':, Ic-nm . r c '' ' , U.'

In this paper it. is shown that the ability !.. Jii't.My

detect a daughter atom, using resonance ioni/ation spc-o-

troscopy, in delayed time coincidence with the decay of

a parent species promises to drastically rr.-;;j'<- i.luv (.••;•"_(•.

ground in low-level countintj experiments. In addition,

resonance ionization can also be used as ar1 inn source for

a mass spectrometer system that is capable of discriminating

betv/een isobars.

Significant improvement in the sensitivity o1 low level cuuntincj

can be achieved by application of the technique of Resonance Jnm'zatioi;

Spectroscopy (RIS). The RIS technique is a photoionization method in

which atoms of a given quantum selected species, in a gas phase, are

converted to ion pairs by absorption of photons from precisely tuned

lasers (Hurst et al., 1979a). The technique is capable of elemental

specificity and can detect single atoms since devices such as propor-

tional counters and electron multipliers can easily detect, single charged

particles. In this paper two possible practical configurations of RIS

are discussed whicn, when perfected, should have important, applications

in several areas. The first example describes a method that can signifi-

cantly reduce the background in a low-level counting experiment. This

is done by requiring both a radioactive counting event and the RIS
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detection of the expected recoil daughter atom to be in lime and space

coi P C Jdf.-ncc." to insure a valid detect ion vinnal. )n 1 he second <jpp I icat :'in ,

RIS is being studied as an ionization source for a mass spectrometer.

Since HI1-, v i c e t i vi tv is princ t; J a 1 i;/ [>•}•.'.•<.'. on ,J.c,m'\< riNM:!icr wli.':" the

sol•.-'-tivi ty of a mass spectrometer is due to atomic mass, the comlrina t IV"

of L-'̂ -i of these techniques should significantly reduce the background

due to isobars and other causes in many situations.

The basic principle of KIT- is shown schema K ,i'l \y in H g . i An

atom in its ground state, 1, can be easily excited to a higher energy

state, 2, if it is immersed in a flux of photons whose energy, h.;,

equals the effective energy difference between the two states, AE.\ ?.

However, if h'n / t>\.-,.,-. the atom will remain essentially in its ground

state. If the photon flux is made high enough, the induced transition

rate will be much higher than the spontaneous d.;cay> L , . In this case

the probability of finding an atom in its excited state, 2, is determined

by the statistical weights of states 1 and ?.. In this example another

photon of the same energy cars then efficiently ionize an atom ir, state 2

but not in state 1. If two conditions are met, all of the atoms can be

ionized by the process just described. The first condition is that the

product of the photon energy flux, F, times the state 2 photoionization

cross section, a is much larger than the rate, (.;, at. which the intermel idle

state is destroyed by possible competing processes which convert it to a

state that cannot be ionized. This insures that ionization is the

dominant process. The second condition is that a j ^ 1 » 1> where T is

the time the photon pulse is on. For typical values of 0T, this require-

p
rnent is met when FT % 0.1 joule/cm which is a value that can easily be

achieve: with lasers over areas of about 1 cm . When both conditions

are met, in which case the neutral ground state atom is converted with



essentially 100/ efficiency to an electron-ion pair, the RIS process is

said to be saturated. Since the probabilit/ of ioni/at ion is v i y siuil '

if h.. r A£i9> the process is selective since the laser can be tuned to

excite an energy level present only m id' :..•<•! if; of in' <-rc.i 'I'.ir/i

si i9r.11 y more complicated schemes that depend on move U v m one inl.cnne>! ••(•

state, saturated RIS can be used to ionize and thus detect all ihe O U H V

in the [;eriodic table except F, He, Ne, and Ar which h<ive first excited

states loo high in energy to be reached !.- •, i n iiilly ciVci i l<il> i r 'laser

In order to demonstrate the usefulness of HIS in low-level counting,

it is necessary to show that it is possible to detect u single specific

daughter atom in close time coincidence with the decay of the parent.

The first experiment to demonstrate this is shown in Hrj. ? (Kramer et

al., 1978). A weak (1 fission/second) 2b?Ci source was used. Die ?b?Z\

undergoes asymmetric fission, and it is known that '167. of the atoms in

the heavy fission fragment will consist of Cs. "I he: particle defector-

senses the presence of a fission fragment by energy discrimination and

provides a signal that the complementary fragment is heading away from

the detector. As this highly charged and "jery energetic fragment (> 40

M e V ) , is slowed to thermal energies by collision with other atoms or

molecules in the buffer gas composed of 90" Ar and 10!» CM,,, it causes

the ejection of approximately 2 x 10 electrons. However, the track of

the fission fragment is arranged to be between two charged plates polari.ee)

so that the electrons are drifted to the positive plate away from the

proportional counter. After collection, the potential on the plates is

reversed so that any additional electrons produced by the 400-nsec

laser pulse will drift into the proportional counter. With the apparatus

configuration used, we expected to detect 7 Cs atoms per 100 fissions if

detection proved to be 1007= efficient. With the laser tuned to excite



the 7P-j.^, or / F' . ? Cs interred!ate states and -jfter ol in.inat i ng a back-

ground signal due to pr .JIJ."«L I <"• negative ior; for nation -, o H ^ d<-1ecl.ion

events/lOO 1 is', ions were observed, as shown in Fig. 3. Ihr-so r '..• s u 11 5J

imply thai the high-y > harged f'• fission f tvjgn;'-r<l. neu'r.i • < •. in the

buffer gas. This process of neutralization depends in detail on the

corn:." ition of the buffer q-j^ and the energy of the ion.

A common technique used in low-level counting is based on detecting

the c'e.oj.y of a radio-u.tive finrent nucleus in n propot :. IOII-J ' ̂ ouiifcr

(Oeschger and Wdhlen, 1975), This has proved quite useful since with

some care the detection efficiency for an event can often even approach

100/.. The problem, therefore, is not so much in actually detecting the

decay event of interest, as it. is in separating a real even; from I lie

virtually inevitable background evenLs that are present. Reduction in

background has been achieved Ly using shielding mafer M I s , anti-coincidence

techniques, pulse rise-time analysis, and multiple decay schemes. The

last two (Methods, howe.er, are useful only in special cases. In contrast,

RIS is applicable to virtually all of the elements and so its use in

selectively detecting the daughter product of a radioactive process is

quite general. The main advantage in using this technique is that it

turns an ordinary counting experiment into a two-event coincidence-1

experiment with its concomitant reduction in background.

Figure 4 shows schematically the fundamental principles involved in

using daughter atom detection to reduce background. A proportional

counter designed with a wire offset to one side is used. This is done

so that a large fraction of the counter volume can be swept out by a

pulsed laser beam. At Oak Ridge a counter of this type has been found

to work quite satisfactorily. The counter is filled with a suitable

countir.g gas and also with a small amount of a gaseous species that
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contains the radioactive parent of interest. The absolute; amount of the

radioactive species should be small enough so that under the operatino

conditions of the counter it is entirely in the yds phase.

It should be stressed that the naseous rcidiruic !.i •. • <-pr_- Jc <-,\> !r-

molecular since it is known that in ma ny types of decry processes of

•interest, particularly those that result in Auger cascades, the daughter

atom is freed from its molecular host. However, it may be freed as an

ion and if so, it must be neutralized in onici ii.i 'a:-, <>ui IU'> analysis

of the daughter. This requirement rests on the fact that the energy

levels of virtually all ions are too high in energy to saturate with

currently available lasers. There exist many possible ways to neutralize

ions. Perhaps the most straightforward is to mix the count.ing gas with ri

species that has an ionization potential smaller than that of the daughter

atom so that electron transfer can take place from the "donor" species to

the positive ions of interest. With suitable donor densities the neu-

tralization time can possibly be mad; shorter than the laser pulse

length. This has the advantage that the daughter ion could then be

ionized and neutralized r.iany times during a single laser pulse, and so

the RIS signature would be due to rr.any electrons rather than a single

electron. Other schemes for achieving RIS with amplification, RISA,

have also been proposed (Hurst et al-, 1979b).

When a rare decay or background event occurs, the signal from the

counter will be used to trigger—after a short time delay to allow the

counter to recover—a laser system tuned to the appropriate wavelengths

necessary to ionize the expected daughter atom. If a real decay of

interest occurs, the signal due to the ionization of the daughter atom

by the tuned laser will be detected in delayed-time coincidence with the

decay of the parent. Virtually all other types of decay or sources of



background will not produce the designated daughter atom and thus will

not yield a second coincidence signal when the laser is lired. By

including in the buffer gas or on the walls of the counter a substance

that will react with the daughter, the counter can be <.\t-di<'<\ klweeri

6^r.c--j-:, to avoid multiple counting of the same daughter <itorr,. Alternatively

the cojr.ter can be designed such that the daughter remains in the vapor

phase and the change in signal amplitude with the number of decays tan

he monitored.

ry using a high resistance counter wire the longitudinal position

of the event, in addition to its eneryy, can be measured. Therefore, by

using a position-sensitive proportional counter (as shown in Fig. 4 ) ,

the following conditions must be met simultaneously for a valid decay to

be measured:

1. The measured energy oi the initial decay event

must be appropriate for that of the desired

parent atom.

2. There must be a sign?! of appropriate amplitude

at the tine the laser is fired.

3. Both events must occur at the same position

in the counter.

By requiring all these conditions, background events rari be virtually

eliminated. Consider the case of a well shielded counter with a back-

ground count rate of 1 count/minute. Using a laser with a pulse length

of 1 |JS (which also corresponds to about the counter recovery time) and

using only the time coincidence requirement, the effective background
Q

will be reduced to about 10" counts/minute. One possible effect that

must L--. avoided is the production of spurious electrons in time coinci-

dence with the laser pulse due to causes independent of the presence of
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the daughter atom. This possible source of background could be due to

off-resonance multiphoton ionization of gaseous species or to surface

photoelectron ejection due to scattered laser light hitting the chamber

walls. However, single atoms uf Cs have been dot ci. tod in gas ui;,\lures

19 '•!

containing up to 10 other atoins or molecules/cm so in mony cases thir.

will not be a hindrance (Hurst et a'l., 1979a). i\ rather conservet i ve

estimate would be that there is only a 1'/ chance for the laser pulse to

produce an electron in the absence of (he cIsugh'.M aloiii. )n CH'HW i ion,

making the conservative estimate that the position resolution of the

counter is 1 part in 100, there would be only a 1 ,J chance that the

parent decay and the spurious electron would occur at the same longitudinal

position in the counter. Taken together, the effective background count

rate using RIS would thus be a factor of }D 4 below that of an identical

counter not using the laser coincidence technique.

A possible application of this technique cur ently under active

development is the detection of Be produced by the interaction of solar

neutrinos with Li (Bahcall, 1978). In this project approximately 100

atoms of Be in the form of a volatile organic Be-containing compound

will be placed in a proportional counter for a time comparable to its

half-life of 53 days. Beryllium-7 decays by electron capture to l.i,

and 90! of the time the sole decay signature is a 50-eV electron. This

is a poor decay signature for traditional background discrimination, but

it is adequate to trigger the laser to detect the expected daughter Li.

Other possible applications of the technique are in detecting tracer
39

Ar in the environment (Oeschger and Wahlen, 1975) and in cosniochronology
( K i t t e n , 1978).

Arother application of RIS has been in the development of a source

for a mass spectrometer system capable of maKing isotopic ratio measurements



of sul^'d samples (Janes et al. , 1976; Beekman et ai., 1979). If the RIS

process is saturated for all isotopes of an elerent, then the ionized

atoms will be en accurate isotopic re-presc-ntalion of the sample- for the

dement unorr investigation. Such ;i sysle;r: would combine ' '•' excellent

chemical (atomic number) selectivity of the RIS process with ch" mass

•selectivity of a mass spectrometer to enable one to m^K- liciopic r<itio

measo'onents without the usual interference due to isobars. For example,

in a carbon-14 measurement the ioni/ation probability fo>- C would bo I

(by design), air* the ionization probability for N could be as low as

10" 1 4,

Figure 5 shows a system used to demonstrate the principle of resonance

ionization as an ion source for mass spectroscopy (Beekman ct al., 1979).

The thermal evaporation source provided a loosely col 1ima ted beam of

ncjtral potassium atoms in a vacuum, Fn other' experiinrr,(,s c, focu^rd

laser was used to eject atoms from the surface. This method would be

particularly useful when dealing with refractory materials or molecules.

The ionization laser pulse which in this case was not strong enough to

saturate the transition intersected the beam of potassium neutrals just

over the entrance aperture to a quadripole mass analyzer. On successive

firings of the ionizing laser, the spectrometer was alternately tuned to

mass/charge ratios of 39 and 41.

The anaylze;! signals from the mass analyzer are shown in Fig. 6.

The first peak represents the K pulse heights, and the second peak

39corresponds to the larger K signals. The spread in pulse heights

("- 20% FWHM in each peak) is due to variations in the thermal vaporization

source and in the ionizing laser output. An isotope ratio was calculated

using the signal amplitude of the maxima. The value found for the
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39 41

K: K ratio was 13.6:1, which is in good agreement with the accepted

value ef 13.5:1.

Currently under development is a time-of-f] ighf; mass spectrometer,

although a Mattauch dosi^n •;•> ,ilso ;.iivlr>r c onsidorvit1" :n, :;M!. wi 11 use •-<

laser capable of saturating the RIS process as an iori souvce. This will

increase the sensitivity and resolution above what could bo obtained

using the simple apparatus described.

In this paper the application of KIS to low-'!eve! • oi.i'ii.inc) and

isotope differentiation has been described. Although rather now, it

appears that this technique can make an important contribution to

research in both of these areas.
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